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browser. Yamaha Pro V , what is the Model Year???? Thread starter ghostrider Start date Mar
13, Joined Nov 14, Messages I bought a boat that has a Yamaha Pro v outboard. The listing of
the boat When I first looked, listed the motor as a with a new power head. The powerhead is new
and the boat runs fine, however, I have checked the serial number through other web sites and
question the accuracy of the listed model year. Would someone out there please crosscheck my
serial number and let me know?? Joined Aug 25, Messages 17, I bought the boat and motor
from a dealer. Before I bought the boat I queried this site for advice. All of the insite received
was helpful in me making my purchase. The boat and motor runs flawlessly. Im just peeved over
the misrepresentation of the motor model year by the dealer. The boat was personally owned by
the owner of the boat company. Thanks for your help. I intend to find out why this
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prop was stolen and owner replaced with a Yamaha 6g 14 x 19 prop. RPMs are down to I am
looking to buy it but want the dealer to change out prop. What prop would your recommend. My
thoughts are either the Any recommendation or advice appreciated. Enertia 15x15p. Go with the
Reliance. I have the 15 pitch and it is great. I'd also have that motor looked at. If that was run for
a long period of time with that prop that motor was really lugged. Messages Reaction score
Location -Ft. Myers, FL. You want the Reliance. Last edited by a moderator: Jun 24, Messages 4,
Reaction score 2, Enertia is great prop. Thanks Todd! Get a 15 pitch. Reliance is the Yamaha
version. So, either. I would ask how long the 19 pitch was on it and how much WOT. Motor likely
was lugging with that one Didn't read Andy's post all the way. He is right. Thanks for the advice.
Reliance props seem to be on back order unless you're buying a new boat. RPMs went from to
Should I expect the same with the Reliance? Speed is good but RPM to high now. What should I
try next. Way to high!!!!! I'm just a hair under 6, with my 15" reliance prop on my yamaha. Yes, is
way too high. Yamaha recommends - for optimum WOT. Perhaps increase pitch to 16 or 17 if
you have availability. Last edited by a moderator: Jul 1, Does the aluminum spin faster than
stainless? Update - Finally went to talk to Yamaha mechanic. Yamaha has a safety feature that
will sound alarm and cut the engine back at anything over RPM. Tach now reading RPM with
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We had a full tank of fuel 32 gals and between with me, my wife and large dog and gear aboard
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that time. I will do that on the next trip out. I know nothing about trimming the motor. KC24
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up the trim once and watch the speed, it should increase until you have to much. But you just
bump it up and watch your speed. Then back off a bump. You will get the hang of it. You don't
have to be WOT to learn. Justin M Active Member. Messages 34 Reaction score 45 Location CT.
DanielG said:. Messages 6 Reaction score 2. Robert Active Member. I have a 24 ssrx with a ,
max RPM runs about , speed trimmed up and 2 people I can max out 39 mph. Use your trim to
get your toons out of the water to reduce drag,,, and improve ride. It planes really nice and will
already have the toons at a good running point I usually trim up from there. Spoiledrotten
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an alternative browser. Yamaha Pro V Spark plug gap? Thread starter baylor43 Start date Jul 17,
Joined Jul 15, Messages 9. New to the forum. I logged on last night and have learned more
about outboard motors in the last 12 hours that any manual can teach me. I am having trouble
with it. It fires right up, idles, and will go about mph, but boggs down when I try to advance the
throttle. Spark plugs looked a bit fouled, I have cleaned them and want to check the gaps before
I put them back in. Any other ideas? I just purchased the boat and don't know much, so any info
would help and be much appreciated. Joined Feb 11, Messages Re: Yamaha Pro V Spark plug
gap? Thanks for the info. I will check the other items as well as clean the carbs tonight. Is there
anywhere on the web to download the manual for this motor? You must log in or register to
reply here. Outboard engine manufacturers post performance bulletins for their models, and
you can often find the same boat across the tests with different engines. I have compiled some
tests for the HP range, and a few with HP outboards just for comparison. The last test looks at
all three on the same boat, the first two are two out of three on the same boat. Naturally, all the
boats are bass boats, the closest thing to performance boats in the mainstream world. First up,
the Yamaha SHO. This engine was introduced in and was benchmarked with the outgoing HDPI
and exceeded it in most performance measures, according to Yamaha. The 2. A slightly lighter
swivel bracket, smaller throttle body and a tuned exhaust differentiate it from the F The Yamaha
is an excellent repower engine. The theoretical slip is 5. For that, the theoretical slip is 4. Both
engines are probably well above their listed HP rating. These props are very different, so there
is no telling how much faster a different one could be. The larger diameter prop has a large
effect, and in general, increasing diameter that much is like adding pitch. In effect, the being run
slightly deeper, running a larger diameter prop and only running 50 more RPM makes sense.
This means, setup more like the boat, the Bass Cat should be in the 71 to 72 MPH range, by the
numbers. Now were talking 10 MPH faster. I attribute at least 5 or 6 MPH to the gear ratio, and
the rest to the power increase. So we can see how gears alone are huge reason for the
performance gain. One thing to note when looking at slip is that the number is based on
theoretical pitch, making the slip theoretical. This is a performance bulletin directly from
Mercury but there is one discrepancy we will have to work around. This is the four stroke 3. This
Nitro is not very fast compared to the Bass Cat above. Top speed was 61 MPH at , but if you
look at the chart it is How does this compare to the Yamaha on the Sabre? Different boat
obviously, but similar. The Nitro is slightly heavier, the Merc is spinning a higher pitch prop and
has slightly lower 2. Those are bad numbers for that engine in comparison to the You would
assume the big V6 would be much faster than the 4 cylinder. Assuming this is ventilation plate
above the pad. With a few adjustments it should be able to swing a bigger prop and be in the
high 60s. Raising the engine increases RPM, adding pitch reduces it, letting it rev within the
range. This just proves how critical setup, prop selection and the right engine is. Horsepower is
nice but not everything. The had. Although both are pictured mounted directly on the transom,
so the Nito must have serious built in setback. In this case, you would be hard pressed to argue
for getting the bigger ProXS. The best test would be to run them all on one hull like the Bass Cat
Sabre. The one with the Yamaha is a Z18C, same hull but has the added side console and is 25
Lbs heavier. Another note, the Yamaha was tested with a passenger, the Evinrude solo. In the
HP category, the 2. The G2 holds no weight advantage, without the integrated steering, it weighs
Lbs, about 15 Lbs heavier than the Yamaha; with the Merc being the lightest at Lbs. One

significant difference with the 2. Both the Mercury and Yamaha are really strong s. Most likely.
Interestingly, the time to plane on the Yamaha is better, 3. This is in large part to the lower gears
on the Evinrude. The argument for lower gears is more torque but in the real world a lower pitch
prop is going to help get out of the hole more than gears, in most cases. Keep in mind the
Yamaha boat had one extra person in it and heavier test weight of Lbs. The bigger Evinrude 2.
The test was from Boating and was very vague, with the speed based off their chart, no report of
setback and height but it did have two people on board. This puts it inline with the Yamaha.
Decent on the slugging Ranger. This test had little information in way of setup, so difficult to
know where it could improve. What is the final word based on the tests above? The truth is, this
is a very competitive category with HP being one of biggest selling HP ranges in outboards. All
of these s are capable engines. Here is how I rank them and a few of the criteria. I want to use
value, performance and features heavily but I want to consider details like gear ratio as well, as
it affects performance greatly. To me, the Mercury ProXS is the top choice and it comes down to
value and performance. Both the regular Mercury and ProXS were designed to be low
maintenance cost effective s and it shows. The ProXS has low water pickups and a reasonable
but not ideal gear ratio. More expensive but featuring a DOHC design, but a little more
maintenance involved make this a great choice overall. No low water pickups hurt it but a
decent gear ratio make this a solid performer. Third, but not necessarily least is the G2 HO. If
this had the 1. For a real test, we need to take the same hull, something reasonably fast like the
Bass Cat or better and do all three at once, setup properly. My money might be on the Yamaha
in strictly top speed based on the gear ratio but you could mount that ProXS a little higher, so it
would be close. On a slow heavy boat, the G2 would probably reign supreme, where the gear
ratio and a low pitch prop become an advantage. A real world test would be great. Front Page.
Classified Classics Be a Contributor. About Us. Contact Us. Wave to Wave is a performance
boating magazine, featuring opinions, technical articles and restoration stories. Jared Powell.
Mar Technical Articles. The SHO with the right setup could easily break 70 by the numbers. The
gear ratio discrepancy is odd but we assumed it was the 2. Powerful, light, nimble and compact,
boaters know that its proven reliability is unmatched for everything from pontoons to flats boats
to deep-V hulls. That record of performance spawned a remarkable family line that continues
with the F and F Whether your rigging is digital or mechanical, the entire lineup is compatible
with your control preference. It also streamlines design, giving the F class-leading
power-to-weight and making the F nearly 30 pounds lighter than its closest 1. Four valves per
cylinder maximizes combustion efficiency in a way that no two stroke can, delivering the utmost
in clean, quiet power and performance. A 10mm Offset Crankshaft allows for larger intake
volume design. Four tuned intake tubes boost torque in low and mid-speed ranges for quick
acceleration. The Composite Intake Manifold is a lightweight, compact design, making these
engines very versatile. Long Tube Intake Tracks are tuned to increase airflow, boosting low-end
and midrange torque. This means a more powerful hole shot and increased acceleration. Even
with all this responsive power, an air silencer box and surge tank reduce air intake noise and air
turbulence for smoother operation. With up to amp alternators, our In-Line Fours provide plenty
of power for a range of electronics, which comes handy, now that they're all compatible with
digital controls. Extended Trim Range delivers better acceleration-to-plane and top-end speed.
A Freshwater Flush Device allows you to flush the engine without running it, for added
convenience and extended engine life. Yamaha's Shift Dampener System greatly reduces the
noise commonly associated with shifting gears. Using a special design and components, much
of the force of shifting is absorbed, resulting in far quieter
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and smoother operation. The lightest DOHC outboard in its class, this I-4 is the perfect,
lightweight hp solution for small- to medium-size boats. The F is 30 pounds lighter than its
closest 1. All Jet model weights include the jet pump assembly weight estimated. I-4 Four
Strokes Digital: hp, hp, hp. Owners Manuals. View the hp. Impressive Power-to-Weight.
Optimum Power. Two-Stroke Performance from a Four Stroke. Two-Stroke Performance from a
Four Stroke Four valves per cylinder maximizes combustion efficiency in a way that no two
stroke can, delivering the utmost in clean, quiet power and performance. Quick Acceleration.
Quick Acceleration A 10mm Offset Crankshaft allows for larger intake volume design. Powerful
Hole Shot. Powerful Hole Shot The Composite Intake Manifold is a lightweight, compact design,
making these engines very versatile. Incredible Low and Mid-Range Torque. In-line 4 Videos:.
Expand Gallery. Meet the Line-Up. Prop Selector. Show More. View Bulletins for all Models.

